// REGEN BOOTCAMP BRIEFING//

// WHAT TO EXPECT //

Regen Bootcamp aims to progress regeneration ideas for London’s high streets and workspaces.

Regen Bootcamp is the launch of the London Regeneration Fund. Much more than just an informational event, Regen Bootcamp will bring together a diverse audience – tech and social innovators, council members, designers and consultants – to explore London’s high streets and ‘places of work’ and come up with new and exciting ideas for regeneration projects across London.

We will be providing inspiration through presentations, case studies and one-to-one sessions with experts. The afternoon’s Regen Engine will turbocharge your ideas through an open space session, aiming to conclude the day with a showcase and round up.

// AGENDA //
MORNING

9:30 - 10:00
Arrival

10:00 - 10:15
London Regeneration Fund Launch and welcome

10:15 - 10:45
London Regeneration Fund overview

10:45 - 11.00
Tea and Coffee

11:00 - 12.30
Presentations

- Hasanul Hoque (Camden Collective)
- Laura Billings (Open Works)
- Clara Widdison (Community shop)
- Tom Tobia (Makerversity)
- Stuart Anderson (Head of Retail, TFL)
- Ross Bailey (Appear Here)
- Hadrian Garrard (CREATE)
- Catriona Maclay (Hackney Pirates)
- Ben Barker (PAN Studio)
- Andrew Gregson (FabLab)
- Cynthia Shanmugalingam (Kitchenette)

12:30 - 13:30
Lunch

AFTERNOON

13.30 - 13.45
Post lunch briefing

13.45 - 16.30
The Regen Engine - Open session where groups can develop their ideas, aided by expert insight and guidance.

16.30 - 17:00
Showcase
REGEN BOOTCAMP ATTENDEES
// DELEGATES //

Mark Ainsbury       GLA
Shamim              Akhter LB Barking & Dagenham
Mariana Alexander   Civic Systems Lab
Leila Arefani       One Housing Group
Paul Augarde        Poplar HARCA
Roger Austin        LB Westminster
Chris Barter        LB Havering
Chenine Bathena     GLA
Jane Berger          LB Enfield
Emily Berwyn        Meanwhile Space
Joost Beunderman    Civic Systems Lab
Hermione Brightwell LB Sutton
Andrew Brocklesby   Go ON UK
Adam Brown          Landoldt Brown
Camilla Butler      London College of Fashion
Erin Byrne          London Legacy
Carolina Caicedo    The Decorators
Michael Calderbank  LB Islington
Emily Carmichael    Cambridge Design Research Studio
Jessica Caruth      LB Southwark
Barry Causton       LB Islington
Poppy Chakkal       GoodGym
Simon Chambers      LB Southwark
Stacey Clark        LB Hackney
Francesca Colloca   Poplar HARCA
Nick Connaughton    Arcola Theatre/PunchDrunk
Crona Connolly      Soundings
Sarah E Considine   GLA
Celia Cummings      Independent
Rebecca Davey       LB Havering
Manmohan Dayal      LB Sutton
Jamie Dean          GLA
Guy Douglas
Patrick Dubeck
Louise Duggan
Kirsten Dunne
Hazel Durrant
Dominic Ellison
David Fereday
Elizabeth Gardner
Maria Gerring
Kaiyil Gnanakumaran
Caroline Gorski
Anna Harding
Paul Harper
Sarah Hitchcock
Hasanul Hoque
Chris Horton
Georgina Innes
Debbie Jackson
Tina Jadav
Bethan James
Jimmy Jemal
Beth Kay
Peter Kelly
Levent Kerimol
Clive Kershaw
Matthew Kleebauer
Andrea Klettner
David Knight
Elena Kosseva
Veenesha Kumar
Lily Kwong
Rod Lean
David Lee
Jenny Leighton
Holly Lewis

Connected Places UK
GLA
GLA
GLA
Create London
Hackney Co-Operative Developments
Fitzrovia BID
LB Redbridge
LB Tower Hamlets
Cass Cities
Telefonica
Space Studios
GLA
LB Islington
Camden Collective
LB Tower Hamlets
Bootstrap
GLA
GLA
GLA
LB Waltham Forest
LB Brent
LB Camden
GLA
LB Croydon
GLA
ING Media
DK-CM
BBP Regeneration
LB Brent
LB Haringey
LB Bexley
LB Tower Hamlets
LB Hackney
We Made That
Alex Marsh
Alison Mayer
Scott McCubbin
Paul McGarry
Rebecca Miller
Ros Morgan
Kevin Munnely
Sam Neal
Grace Nelson
Peter O'Brien
Stephen O'Malley
Jamie Ounan
James Parkinson
Sandra Perez
Francesca Perry
Alex Pielak
Martin Pinnell
Cecile Poullain
John Pye
Dawn Redpath
Adam Richards
Sandra Roebuck
Mathieu Rogers
Mike Saunders
Alexei Schwab
Zoe Sellers
Shelim Shakir
Yvonne Shaw
Anna Sieczak
Martin Skelly
Jeremy Smalley
Peter Snell
Debbie So
Helen Stonelake
Sharon Strutt
GLA
GLA
Uniform
LB Merton
London Legacy
Kingston BID
LB Bromley
LB Waltham Forest
LB Brent
LB Haringey
Civic Engineers
Inner Circle Consulting
GLA
LB Barnet
Guardian Cities
Mapify
LB Bromley
LB Brent
RB Kingston
LB Lambeth
Camden Collective
LB Lambeth
LB Ealing
Commonplace
Future of London
LB Haringey
LB Newham
Sprunt
Uniform
RB Greenwich
LB Hackney
Impact Hub
GLA
LB Enfield
Claire Swift
Lisa Taylor
Will Teasdale
Adam Towle
Sara Turnbull
Matthew Turner
Susanne Tutsch
Rachel Victor-Sampson
Carl Welham
Ed Wildish
Susannah Wilks
Finn Williams
John Wiseguard
Christine Wood
Blossom Young Poplar

University of the Arts London
Future of London
LB Hackney
GLA
Bootstrap
GLA
Erect Architecture
LB Hounslow
LB Hackney
Good Gym
Cross River Partnership
GLA
GLA
LB Haringey
HARCA

// SPEAKERS AND EXPERTS //
Stuart Anderson
Ross Atkin
Ben Barker
Laura Billings
Hadrian Garrard
Adam Greenfield
Andrew Gregson
Denizer Ibrahim
Dann Jessen
Catriona Maclay
Diana Phiri-Witty
Cynthia Shanmugalingam
Anthony Slumbers
John Spindler
Tom Tobia
Clara Widdison

Transport for London
Ross Atkin Associates
Run an Empire/PAN Studios
Civic Systems Lab
Create London
LSE Cities
FabLab
Appear Here
East
Hackney Pirates
Make:Good
Kitchenette
Glasnost 21/Vicinitee
Capital Enterprise
Makerversity
Community Shop
// EVENT TEAM //
Kana Alam Year Here
Sam Boyd Year Here
Amy Cooper Independent
Karisma Desai Year Here
Miranda Dixon Year Here
Olivia Dowd Year Here
Amelia Dray Year Here
Hannah German Year Here
Jack Graham Year Here
Jordan Holland Year Here
Cosmo Murray Year Here
Ellie Pritchard Year Here
Gul Rasool Year Here
Michael Simpson Year Here
Matt Tull Year Here